Now, you too can pray the psalms of King David, saying the very words he wrote, spoke and sang in Leshon Hakodesh (the Holy tongue) - Hebrew. While you listen to the words, whether to practice, meditate or to solemnly pray, you’ll also hear the heavenly music of King David’s harp. These melodies were played in Jerusalem on the original, very first reproduction in 2000 years of the biblical 22-string harp. Psalms of the Heart Music-CD also includes selected verses accompanied by famous Psalm melodies, as they were sung for many generations, and beautiful psalm songs performed in Israel in the last 40 years.

The healing properties of Hebrew Psalms have been known for centuries - see why a growing and surprising body of scientific evidence attests to this power, and hear these psalms accompanied with the world renowned Harrari’s original harp on our web site: www.hebrewworld.com. FREE Bonus - only with this catalog:

Psalms Favorites Meditation tutorial CD (limit 2 per customer) (See item on the right). Mention “FREE PSALMS OFFER”.

THE HEBREW BIBLE NARRATED, CHAPTER BY CHAPTER
Includes: The Law, The Prophets, The Writings (Torah, Neveinim, Ktavim).

The whole Bible, beautifully narrated in Hebrew, on four MP3 audio CDs.
by Shlomo Bertonov, Israel’s best Bible reader.
The best Hebrew narration ever of Hebrew Scriptures, recorded with excellent intonation, diction, and accent. Each one of these Hebrew recordings was broadcast for decades on Kol Israel (the Voice of Israel), Israel’s National Radio. This superb narration can dramatically improve your Torah reading and your understanding of the Hebrew Bible.